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BUSINESS NEWS

Small business accelerators and incubators

“If you can accept
the worst that can
happen to you and
live with it, you
become superman or
superwoman – you
can do anything –
because your mind
doesn’t get in your
way. But if you can
accept the worst and
do the best job you
can, you’ll find you
can accomplish more
than you’ve ever
dreamed.”
Bob Parsons,
founder of GoDaddy

S

mall business accelerators and incubators
can provide crucial help to new and
growing small businesses in the form of
support, direction and funding, according to
Inc. magazine.
The National Business Incubation
Association says survival rates for
participants in new business incubation
programs is 87 percent after five years
compared to the 44 percent of groups that
don't use the services.

“As their name implies, accelerators
are meant to take a young company
and help it rapidly expand”
Incubator programs come in at the
beginning stages of a startup, and their focus
is on providing office space, skills training,
networking opportunities, mentorship
and some access to financing. Accelerator
programs are aimed at new, but more mature,
businesses that need to step up growth.
According to Small Business Trends,
incubator programs took off during the 1980s
when universities began providing these
services to their entrepreneurial students to
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help get them off the ground. Even today,
many startup incubators are educational or
government nonprofits that aren't able to
provide much capital investment themselves
but instead focus on slow growth and ongoing
support. For-profit incubators can, however,
offer more early-stage funding in exchange
for equity and partial control of the company.
As their name implies, accelerators are
meant to take a young company and help it
rapidly expand. During the course of monthslong, boot camp-style programs, incubators
focus on specific development projects and
tight deadlines meant to scale a business to
profitability while sorting out any issues with
strategy, operations, and organization.
According to Harvard Business Review,
there were almost 200 accelerators in the
U.S. between 2005-2015 that collectively
invested in more than 5,000 new businesses
with a total of $19.5 billion in capital. While
joining such programs will by no means
ensure success, many successful names such
as AirBnB, Dropbox, and Stripe were able to
leverage the access to high-profile investors
and mentors to grow their valuations over the
$1 billion mark.

BUSINESS NEWS

Consumers give high ratings to
mail-order mattresses

Holiday-themed
promotions and
marketing ideas
for small business

M

ail-order mattresses were introduced
to the market in 2007 with the original
Bed in a Box but since then, they
are everywhere. The idea started to go
mainstream in 2014 with popular names
like Casper and Tuft & Needle entering the
market, says Consumer Reports. Now, nearly
200 such companies vie for a piece of the
boxed-mattress market, which commands 12
percent of sales. The market is still dominated
by the traditional retail players such as
1-800-Mattress and Mattress Firm.
The majority of beds shipping today come
in relatively small boxes in which a memoryfoam mattress has been tightly compressed
and molded to fit. Most of the bed-in-a-box companies offer generous trial
periods – up to 120 days. If you don't like a mattress purchased at a retail store,
the store comes and picks it up. But, if you don't like a boxed bed, returning
it can be hard, depending on policy. Tuft & Needle, for example, does not ask
you to send it back. Instead, you donate the bed to charity. But, if you buy their
bed from another online merchant such as Amazon, then you have to ship it
back. This involves wrapping it in shipping plastic, using a vacuum to suck the
air out of the plastic, and creating a box.
Price-wise, Tuft & Needle is one of the lowest-cost providers, offering a queen
size for around $575. More upscale names like Sapira cost $1,275 for the same
size. Meanwhile, similar offerings can be found in the same price range in retail
stores. Air-based beds are also popular and can be shipped back more easily.
While there are a few specialty vendors, most providers advertise only one
model that is meant to please the vast majority of sleepers regardless of their
weight, build or preferences. Despite the limitation, however, many mattresses
tested did indeed perform at a level of Good to Excellent during consumer
testing, and top-rated brands scored highly among small, large and tall sleepers.

E-cigs are still a concern for the young

Adults are using e-cigarettes to transition from tobacco, but the trend
might be the opposite for younger users, says USA Today. A study by the
UK-based Centre for Substance Use Research showed that 50 percent
of adults who started with traditional cigarettes were able to transition
entirely to electronic cigarettes. The good results of e-cig use with adults
don't necessarily apply to young people. Traditional cigarette smoking
is down dramatically among teenagers. But, according to the National
Institute on Drug Abuse, 16.2 percent of 12th graders reported using
e-cigarettes in a 30-day period. About 30.7 percent of regular e-cig users
started smoking real cigarettes within six months.

Special holiday offers and charity events
top the list for best promotions during
November to January. December Holiday
sales in 2018 are expected to pass the
$700 billion mark in the U.S. with at least
a 3.8 percent increase over
the prior year, according to
Retail Touch Points. This
spike is hot on the heels
of a 5.5 percent increase
from 2016 during the 2017
holiday season.
Fit Small Business
tapped small business
owners to find out their
most powerful marketing
and promotions during the
holidays. Many ideas focus
on creating a sense of
urgency through limitedtime-only specials. A 12day sale offers something unique for each
day for 12 days. This technique allowed
social media marketer Proko to increase
daily traffic to their website by 20-30
percent each day and into January.
Creating a product or two with a
limited-edition holiday run can create
demand among existing customers as well
as new customers intrigued by the offer.
Suit maker Shinesty, for instance, creates
100 unique suit designs that, once sold, will
never make it back into their shop again.
A great way to tap into the giving spirit
during the holidays is to create a Buy-1Give-1 promotion. Companies pledge to
donate to charity one product for each
purchased or a portion of profits. The
promotion can enhance brand image,
some marketers say.
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You can shop for your whole list in Loudoun

“What I don’t
like about office
Christmas parties
is looking for a job
the next day.”
Phyllis Diller,
comedienne, actress

L

ooking for the perfect gifts this holiday
season? You’re in luck, because Loudoun has
nearly 100 Loudoun Made and Loudoun
Grown participants offering excellent gifts
for sale. In addition to getting great presents,
you’ll be buying quality local products, helping
small business owners, and supporting the
entire Loudoun economy. Here are just a few
ideas to get you started:
• Th
 rill the BBQ lover on your list with
NRJSPICE Food’s many gourmet options.
•G
 ot a “friend” who needs some pampering?
(Maybe it’s you – we won’t tell!) Buy some
lavender bath milk from Blooming Hill
Lavender Farm, or fancy soaps from
Parsonage Handmade Soaps.
• Th
 e chocaholic in your life desperately needs
an edible delicacy from Veritas Artizen
Chocolate.
•K
 now an art lover? Present him or her with
beautiful pottery from Amy Manson Pottery
at Gateway Gallery or an impressionistic
piece from Anne Stine Painting.
•L
 oudoun has so many options to satisfy
the craft beverage enthusiast on your list,
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it’s almost too easy to find gifts they’ll love.
There are 65-plus suppliers in Loudoun; for
someone extra special try pairing the wine
or beer with the artwork of Jumbo Bottom
Barrel Works.
• Good dogs (and their human companions)
will dig the farm-to-treat jar concept from
Chase Your Tail Bakery.
• Too many choices? Can’t decide which
ones to buy? You don’t have to! Gift baskets
from Georges Mill Farm and Long Stone
Farm are the answer!
Visit our Loudoun Made, Loudoun
Grown page to see the full list of vendors.
And remember to check out the Loudoun
Holiday Guide that lists Loudoun farms
where you can buy Christmas trees, holiday
greens and enjoy in-town events.
At Loudoun Economic Development, your business is
our business. We want to make sure Loudoun companies
are successful, and if your company isn’t in Loudoun
already, we’d like to discuss how moving here can
contribute to your success. Call 1-800-LOUDOUN to
learn more about how growing your business in Loudoun
is #LoudounPossible.

BUSINESS NEWS

Christmas gift giving etiquette
in the workplace

End of the year
marriage proposals

F

or a festive, and confident holiday,
follow the etiquette of gift-giving in the
office, according to U.S. News.

Traditionally, employees don't buy a gift
for their boss or manager as it considered
poor form. Some companies ignore this
rule and may choose to take donations
for a group gift. Nobody should feel
pressured into putting in money for these
gifts or any other group-based event.
Still, gift swaps are common and can be
a lot of fun. Two games are Yankee Swap
and Secret Santa. In the Yankee Swap, everyone buys and wraps an unmarked
present and names are drawn to see who chooses and unwraps a present first.
The next person up can either take a new gift or steal the one just opened.
With Secret Santa, everyone gets the name of another person, and he or she is
tasked with buying an anonymous gift just for them.
Pay attention to the spending limit, usually around $20, as well as what
message a gift could be sending. Gag gifts can be dangerous if the recipient
doesn't enjoy the joke. Never assume your good intentions will be seen as
good. Don't go political, even if you know the recipient will like it. If you share
political humor with someone, give them that gift as a joke outside the office.
Candy and baked goods are usually a safe bet, as well as wine, but mind the
recipient's religious or dietary restrictions.
Obviously, don't buy a religious gift for a non-religious person or a
Christmas-themed gift for a non-Christian.

Opportunities for disabled workers

Two tax credits make it more affordable to accommodate disabled workers
in small business. According to Small Business Trends, The Disabled
Access Credit guarantees a credit of up to $5,000 on expenditures of up
to $10,250 for modifying equipment, hiring sign language interpreters,
providing Braille documents and more. The Architectural Barrier
Removal Tax Deduction allows for a tax deduction of up to $15,000 for
building new ramps, curb cuts, parking spaces and other accessibility
options at their place of business to accommodate those with special
needs. Generally, the disabled population has a harder time securing fulltime employment and statistics show that the unemployment rate among
this group was around eight percent in 2017 compared to 4.1 percent
of the non-disabled population. Employers may avoid hiring disabled
workers because they feel as though it would be difficult to fire them for
poor performance or they don't understand or don't want to deal with
accommodating someone with special needs.

By Vicky Barminko
Throughout the year we come together
with our nearest and dearest friends and
family to celebrate various holidays; like
Thanksgiving, Halloween and Easter
to name a few. However, none of these
holidays make us
a feel as warm,
cozy and loved as
Christmas. There’s
just something
about mistletoes
and pine trees
that make us want
to snuggle closer
to those that we
love. Or maybe
it’s the Eggnog?
Whatever it is,
this time of year
makes everyone
feel closer to the
special people in
our lives. That
is probably why an estimated 100,000
people popped the big question around
holiday time last year!
Did you know, more people propose on
Christmas day than even Valentine’s Day?
It’s true! About 30% of the year's proposals
happened on or around Christmas time
last year. Can you guess what the second
most popular proposal day is? Still not
Valentine’s Day! It’s New Year’s Eve into
New Year’s Day, as the ball is dropping!
What a way to bring in the new year!
Are you thinking about proposing
this December? If so, stop by Midtown
Jewelers in Reston Town Center
for a full diamond engagement ring
education! Our experienced staff will
guide you through the process and help
you choose the perfect ring that she will
enjoy for a lifetime!
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Tax moves to make before year-end

“We consider
Christmas as the
encounter, the
great encounter,
the historical
encounter, the
decisive encounter,
between God and
mankind. He who
has faith knows
this truly; let him
rejoice.”
Pope Paul VI

A

s April's tax deadline looms, there are
some things you can do before December
31st to cut your tax bill. First, use any
extra money to make a final contribution to
an IRA or 401k. This makes a tidy deduction
in taxable income. In 2018, those limits are
$5,500 and $18,500, respectively.
Don't forget that unused money in a flexible
medical spending account will be lost at the
end of the year so use the balance to stock up
on eligible household items like bandages,
vitamins, and sunscreens.
Homeowners that plan to itemize their
deductions should think about squeezing in
an extra mortgage payment at the end of the
year, something that adds to a deduction and
pays your house off sooner.

One significant change in the 2018 tax code
caps the deduction for state and local taxes
(SALT) at $10,000 for any combination of
property, income or sales-related taxes. For
those with expensive homes in high propertytax states, this can be a hit. For example, New
York's average deduction last year was $21,000.
The deduction cap won't affect the average
homeowner outside coastal and metro areas.
According to Quicken, the end of the year
is also an excellent time to make energyPage 8 • gam|mag • December 2018

efficient improvements such as insulations,
roofs, or doors that can qualify for up to $500
through the Residential Energy Tax Credit.
Many people can gain a small advantage
in their taxes by selling investments that lost
money during the year and using the losses
to offset capital gains on a dollar-per-dollar
basis, up to $3,000, on the ones that did well.
Extra losses can also be carried over to future
tax years, meaning one particularly lousy year
can spread out over time.
Additionally, donating cash to charity is
deductible, but it is important to remember
that unwanted items can be given and written
off at current fair market value as well.

Emotional investing is costly

This is an investing lesson that cost Warren
Buffett $10 billion to learn. According to
The Motley Fool investment site, he fell
victim to the same thing that causes most
investing mistakes: Emotions. He admits
that an emotional response cost him $10
billion in potential profits. The mistake was
a “thumb-sucking” reluctance (Buffett’s
words) to pick up more shares of Wal-Mart
because of a 12 cent increase in stock price.

YOUR FINANCES

Can those credit card balance
transfers backfire?

Money saving tips
MONEYWISE

he average American had $6,354 in
credit card debt at the end of 2017 which
continues the upward trend of recent
years, and many people might be looking for
a balance transfer after overspending during
this year's Christmas shopping season.

Avoid impulsive shopping during
the holidays by making your plan and
sticking to it. One method to avoid the
madness, according to Real Simple, is to
work out a complete gift plan, then set
aside one day for shopping.

for holiday shopping

T

The benefits of a good balance transfer card
are that a person with existing high-interest
credit card debt can get as low as zero percent
interest rate for up to 21 months. That can
allow them to focus on the debt itself without
worrying about interest charges slowing them
down, according to The Simple Dollar. Without proper preparation, however,
balance transfers can backfire. Balance transfers still require work and sacrifice
to totally clear the debt. Bad spending habits and a lack of budgeting probably
created the debt in the first place. Transferring a balance might save you
interest, but it won't save you from bad habits.
One of the worst things to do is continue to use an old credit card while
trying to pay off a new one, racking up even more debt in the process. This
includes falling into the trap of wanting to use the credit card to access the
rewards for things like presents for the family at the end of the year – they are
not worth it if there is a balance at the end of the month. The only way to clear
out debt with a balance transfer is to divide the total balance by the number of
interest-free months. That is the monthly payment you must make to ensure
your profit from the balance transfer. This payment will likely be much higher
than the minimum required, but paying only the minimum amount will not
make much progress toward total payoff.
You'll get the best deals on a balance transfer with a great credit score. The
best scores can attract offers of zero interest for close to two years. A strict
monthly budget can help carve out extra money to pay down debt. Focus on
absolutely perfect payments to increase your credit score.

Women injured more on the job; men die more

A new injury facts database revealed in October shows workplace fatalities
rose 7.3 percent, with men overwhelmingly represented in fatalities.
According to the National Safety Congress & Expo in Houston, increases
in on-the-job fatalities were driven by issues in transportation, drugs and
violence. The new numbers from 2016 show that women are impacted
by nonfatal workplace violence with 70 percent of assault-related injuries
occurring to women. Injuries cost society about $151 billion annually in
both lost wages and productivity. Meanwhile 81 percent of all on-the-job
fatalities are men. Construction is the leading industry for fatalities, with
959 fatalities in 2016. According to NSC, the cost of a single workplace
death is $1.12 million.

Before the big day,
shop sales for specific
items and download
any necessary retailer
coupons and price
scanning comparison
tools onto a smartphone
for real-time help. On
the big day, get up early,
eat a healthy breakfast,
dress for business.
Leave the credit cards at
home and plan on using
cash only. By some
estimates, spending
cash only will save up
to 23 percent on your
shopping trip.
While at the store, shop solo, avoiding
salespeople, unless you really need help.
Buy cheaper items first. If you buy the big
ticket items first, tossing around $20 or
$50 here and there seems easy. So start
small. Break up the day with a coffee or
soft drink to stay in a good mood and
make better choices. Get in and out of
stores more quickly by checking out in
less crowded areas of major department
stores and steering clear of sales pitches.
During lunch and dinner breaks, cash
in credit card rewards on discounted
gift cards and exclusive special offers to
round out the list. An extra sneaky tip
is to load up an online cart but cancel it
right before finalizing. Often, they will
send an email offer with a discount code
but if not, there is no harm in asking the
live chat representative.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

How morning routines improve productivity

“Other than the
fact that no one is
shooting at you,
everything about
entrepreneurship
is like the chaos of
combat.”
Joseph Kopser,
Co-Founder and
CEO of RideScout

T

here is no magic bullet for creating
maximum productivity but studies and
interviews with high achievers have shown
that a well-executed morning routine can
produce powerful results, reports The Ladders.

“take the first two hours of each day to
prepare your mind and body for the day”
Most morning routines boil down to
a few basic principles such as waking up
before most people, outlining three specific
big things to accomplish, and managing
procrastination that can be oriented to fit
within anyone's schedule.
Waking up before other people isn't just to
prove that you have better willpower but rather
it allows you have a chance to plan the day and
be proactive. If there are already emails, phone
calls and important meetings occurring right
when the alarm clock goes off then anxiety
can set in and you will simply be reacting to
the day until you are too tired to continue and
the most important goals will be pushed to the
back burner. Instead, take the first two hours of
each day to have breakfast, exercise, meditate,
read and otherwise prepare your mind and
body for the day ahead. Next, identify the three
Page 10 • gam|mag • December 2018

specific things that, if accomplished during
the day, will move the needle on your long,
medium and short-term goals.
Once the day's agenda has been prepared,
designate the body's natural period of peak
performance, about 2.5 to 4 hours after
waking up, as protected time used for the
most important tasks. Avoid procrastination
by creating a starting ritual, such as a cup of
coffee or sitting down at a specific desk to
send a signal to the brain that it is time to
start working. During those times in which
the most important task just can't be tackled
for whatever reason, however, use 'positive
procrastination' by intentionally avoiding it
as long as you follow the rule that you have
to work on the second-most important task
rather than goofing off.

No coffee before glucose test

Don't drink coffee before a fasting blood
glucose test. Caffeine is quickly absorbed
into the bloodstream and your glucose
levels could change in response to even
black coffee. The best, most accurate
results come from complete fasting,
according to Duke Medicine Health News.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Kidney problems must be carefully
monitored, treated
Diabetics, and those with other chronic
diseases, are usually acutely aware of their
kidney health. But kidney damage can also
occur from heart attack, high blood pressure,
urinary tract problems and even accident.
If your doctor suspects kidney damage, it is
critical to monitor and treat the condition,
according to the American Kidney Fund.

New tech aims to keep
food fresher longer
Those lovely fresh fruits and vegetables
stocked in your local store look picture
perfect. For a time. But, sadly, as every
consumer who overbuys lettuce knows
all too well, beauty fades.

An injury or chronic disease can
compromise kidney function. Diabetes
is the most common culprit, followed by
high blood pressure. Other issues include
as lupus, genetic diseases, urinary tract
problems and nephrotic syndrome. Acute failure, an event that happens within
two days, can be caused by drug use, heart attacks and lack of blood flow, but
might be reversed by treating the underlying cause.
Living with chronic kidney disease or failure can mean dealing with
itching, muscle cramps, nausea, swelling, trouble sleeping and irregular urine
production as the kidney's become less and less able to filter excess toxins and
potassium from the blood in the body. Once diagnosed, it is critical to work
with a doctor to determine the overall health of the kidney. The most common
treatments treat and purify the blood in the body. Hemodialysis runs blood
through a machine-powered filter. Peritoneal dialysis uses a cleaning solution
called dialysate through the lining of the abdomen to clear the blood.
Alongside active treatments, doctors will often recommend a special
diet avoiding potassium, added salt, phosphorus and extra protein that are
processed in the kidneys that can help improve kidney function by making
them work less. Added salt is often found in processed meats, cheeses, fast
foods and even canned versions of otherwise healthy vegetables.
While current treatment options and changes to diet can help extend life
dramatically, they do not represent a permanent solution. New treatments on
the horizon for chronic kidney disease revolve around curing or preventing
the conditions that lead to kidney failure, and kidney transplants remain the
best long-term option for dealing with kidney failure.

Boost your longevity by exercising . . . just a little

If you’re pushing age 60, more or less, and have a sedentary lifestyle, you
are among the group of people who would benefit most from doing a
little exercise. Join that group if you have important things to do over the
next 10 years. Nine studies, which included 122,000 people, were recently
analyzed for the British Journal of Sports Medicine. The researchers
concluded that over a 10- year period, those starting to do a very modest
amount of exercise benefited the most. They were 22 percent less likely to
die during the study.

Scientists are focusing on a delicate
balancing act for food preservation.
They want to slow ward off the harmful
bacteria and protect
the appearance,
nutritional content,
flavor, and textures
of the food. One new
technique uses a highintensity blue light
that produces a form
of oxygen deadly to
foodborne pathogens.
Another uses a cold
plasma cloud to
produce a mixture of
hydrogen peroxide,
nitrous oxides, and
other compounds that
kill bacteria. Another
innovation that has
drawn the interest of General Mills and
Pillsbury are bacteriophages on salads
and berries that can eat bacteria like
salmonella and listeria.
Apeel Sciences, a company dedicated
to fighting food waste, is using a recently
developed technique to protect fruits
and vegetables up to three times longer
than usual, according to the Wall
Street Journal. They used organic byproducts like grape skins to create an
ultrathin edible coating that slows down
evaporation and oxidation on the surface
of the food. Additionally, they can apply
the product to the crops on the field
before harvest which allows the fruit to
be picked at peak ripeness, maximizing
quality and taste.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Plant based proteins put the pulse in your diet

“Christmas waves a
magic wand over this
world, and behold,
everything is softer
and more beautiful.”
Dr. Norman Vincent
Peale, minister

P

ulses are in the nutritional spotlight, and
we aren't talking heart beats. Pulses – a
branch of the legume or pea family – are
harvested for their seeds. Pulses include
chickpeas (also called garbanzo beans), lentils,
and dried peas and beans like kidney, navy,
black and lima. Some legumes are not pulses:
soybeans, peanuts, peapods and green beans,
for example.

“What makes pulses important are their
protein and fiber content, important
qualities for those on meatless diets.”
What makes pulses important are their
protein and fiber content, important qualities
especially for those on meatless diets.
Besides being inexpensive, pulses also have
a low glycemic index, so they raise blood
sugar levels less than other carbohydrates,
according to the Harvard Health Letter.
Pulses are easily added to salads and stews
to increase the protein punch, but food makers
are increasingly providing new products that
make it easy to add pulses to the diet. Among
the new products are flours used in mixes
for brownies and pancakes. Pulse flour made
Page 12 • gam|mag • December 2018

from garbanzo beans or peas can be used as a
coating for food you would typically drench in
white flour before sautéing.
Pulse pastas made from red lentil or black
beans are also new, replacing semolina or
durum wheat.There are even new pulse-based
snacks such as crackers and chips made with
black beans, safflower oil and sea salt.
You can also add pulses to your diet
through soups. White bean, lentil chili, and
pea soup are just a few.

The surprise benefits
of eating avocados

Avocados are the velvety fruit most of
us love to eat but may avoid because we
think they’re high in calories and might
raise our blood cholesterol. A study by
the American Heart Association shows
the monounsaturated fat in avocados
actually helped eaters naturally lower their
cholesterol. Other studies over the last
50 years have proved the cardiovascular
benefits of eating avocados, according to
the University of California, Berkeley.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Sleep deprivation can build up to
serious problems

I

n the United States, sleep deprivation
is now considered a public health
epidemic. The Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) estimate that 50 million
to 70 million people are affected by
disorders of sleep or wakefulness. When
a person gets less sleep than he or she
needs, over time, that deprivation builds
up and can cause serious problems.

Calorie information
in restaurants
helps curb eating
A new study carried out by the
National Bureau of Economic Research
has shown that diners tend to order food
with about three percent fewer calories
when the nutritional information is listed
on their menus.

Six signs of sleep deprivation
The signs of sleep deprivation can range
from mildly annoying to serious, affecting
just one person, or the lives of many. Some
of the signs that there’s a sleep issue going
on include the following:
1. Lack of enjoyment in activities that one usually finds enjoyable.
2. Difficulty in communicating clearly.
3. Sleepiness during daily activities.
4. Slow reaction times.
5. Trouble with decision making.
6. Irritability and anger.
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) suggests that adults, including the
elderly, get between 7-8 hours of sleep, while teenagers need approximately 9-10
hours of sleep each night. School-aged children need at least 10 hours a day. The
amount of sleep that an individual requires varies, depending on factors like
age, activity level, and other health issues.

Five effects of Sleep Deprivation
Over time, occasional bad sleep and continued poor sleep can build up, and
affect life in some severe ways. These include:
1. Chronically sleep-deprived individuals are at risk of weight gain, which can
lead to physical issues and unhappiness in general.
2. Hormone levels can be disrupted, particularly the stress hormone cortisol,
and the appetite-regulating hormone, leptin.
3. Weakened immunity to illness.
4. Decreased alertness and reaction time can lead to accidents, for those
who are driving, or just going about their day. WebMD notes that getting
just 1.5 hours less sleep than needed can lead to a 32 percent reduction in
alertness.
5. Increased mortality risk for those adults who get less than six hours of sleep
each night. WebMD also reports that sleep is a bigger risk factor for early
death than smoking or high blood pressure.
The bottom line is that getting enough sleep is important to living a healthy
and productive life. Unplugging from the ever-connected society and putting off
TV time can go a long way toward helping individuals get more sleep.

According to
Healthline, a recent
law passed by the
Food and Drug
Administration
means that
restaurants and
grocery stores that
have at least 20
locations will be
required to list this
calorie information
for standard menu
items. This is part
of a strategy to
help reduce the
obesity epidemic in
America which now
affects almost 70
percent of adults.
In the Bureau study, participants
overwhelmingly commented that they
valued having the information listed on
the menu. For example, a regular fried
chicken sandwich from Chick-Fil-A has
440 calories while the grilled version
has only 310. A consumer interested in
reducing calories can save 30 percent just
be switching one menu item.
Restaurants in the study saw no
difference in their revenue, profits or
labor expenditures when they included
the calorie counts on the menus.
The study also found that even the
chefs themselves were surprised by the
number of calories in their food.
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Smart technology in the modern bathroom

“One of the most
glorious messes
in the world is the
mess created in
the living room
on Christmas day.
Don’t clean it up too
quickly.”
Andy Rooney,
commentator,
writer and humorist

H

ere's a technology idea: A mirror with an
opinion. It's not as if the HiMirror screams
when you stagger in first thing in the
morning, but it can helpfully point out dark
spots and monitor your aging.

showerhead with built-in Bluetooth speaker
from Kohler to the $2,998 Stratum-N base
unit that comes equipped with a Bluetoothenabled speaker system installed under sinks
and countertops.

Is that smart technology, or don't-get-smart
technology? In any case, bathrooms are going
high tech with voice control, personalization,
and new features.

Digital shower valves by Crosswater, for
example, provide a visual indicator that the
water is heating, cooling or has arrived at
the preset temperature. Chromotherapy,
meanwhile, can infuse lighting into
showerheads, mirrors and other light fixtures
to help provide energy in the morning with
bright yellows and oranges along with a
calming influence at night with cool blues and
greens. For the environmentally conscious,
several bathroom sink and shower fixtures,
such as Grohe's Eurocube E-Taps, help
conserve water and energy by automatically
shutting off the water when not in use.

Riding the wave of Alexa-powered gadgets
and gizmos, traditional bathroom suppliers
like Kohler have developed the Kohler
Konnect platform that allows showers, toilets
and mirrors to operate by voice. Set the
shower temperature with a word. Order the
coffee maker to turn on (you still have to put
coffee in it yourself.) Dim lights. Brighten
lights. Set your mirror for different lighting
situations.
Duo AI is developing mirrors (actually
computer monitors) that will let you control
household appliances from its touch screen
and turn on weather, news, and other
information.
Shower singers will also appreciate new
options for playing music in the bathroom
ranging from the inexpensive Moxie
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What is Christmas?

It is tenderness for the past, courage for
the present, hope for the future. It is a
fervent wish that every cup may overflow
with blessings rich and eternal, and that
every path lead to peace.
Agnes Pharo, artist and writer

OF INTEREST

Mind your step and the fires,
it's Hogmanay

Forget pine,
white trees are hot

L

ight the torches and get out of the
house, my friends, this is the month for
Hogmanay. Hogmanay is usually called
New Year's Eve in the North America, but
in Scotland, where Hogmanay is beloved, it
can be a three- to five-day festival of fire and
fun that begins with First Footing.

In the 1960s, if the Christmas tree
wasn't a shimmering silver aluminum,
then it was probably flocked. Heavily
flocked. A real tree covered with thick,
white goopy stuff.

The first person to step over your
threshold in the new year is the First Footer
and it shouldn't be just anyone. The First
Footer has to be a tall, dark man and he
has to step in before anyone else. A blond
or red-haired man won't do and a blond or
red-haired woman is actually bad luck.
The requirement for a dark-haired First
Footer probably has roots in Scotland's history. Given the many Viking
invasions of the country, there were plenty of times when a tall, blonde dude
at your door was probably carrying an axe – never a great way to start the
year, or anything else.
The good news is that the neighborhood First Footer will bring blessings in
the form of small gifts. Wishes for warmth during the year: a piece of coal. For
food: shortbread. For the flavor of life: salt. For joy and prosperity: a wee dram
of whiskey. Lucky you, if you have a lot of friends bringing blessings. Later
neighbors and friends drink a toast to the New Year and sing Auld Lange Syne.
After First Footing comes fire, and plenty of it. Scots like fire festivals and
they are found throughout the fall until the end of January. For Hogmanay,
bonfires burn throughout the country. Revelers in the coastal town of
Stonehaven wear kilts and swing big baskets of fire. In Edinburgh, enormous
wicker figures (such as a bull) become a towering bonfire amid fireworks. Also
in Edinburgh, 15,000 people carry torches through the street, says Scotland.org.

Guilty pleasure can rule buying choices

Guilt and pleasure are oddly intertwined, says Yale Professor Ravi Dhar.
In fact, in his experiments with researchers from Northwestern and Penn
State Universities, he found induced feelings of guilt can actually make
things more pleasurable. A prime example: The Las Vegas slogan “What
happens here, stays here.” Dhar says the slogan is crafted to attract tourists
by emphasizing guilt associated with pleasure. The naughty feeling of
indulging in a chocolate bar, when you know you shouldn’t, gives rise to
pleasure, not pain. Guilt can work the other way, too. In his experiments
Dhar found that giving people a choice of an indulgent coffee drink or
a $5 donation to charity, made them give to charity. On the other hand,
fewer people gave to charity when presented with the choice of a $5
laundry detergent versus the donation.

Welcome to the
future. Nearly 60 years
later, nostalgia in white,
silver and flocked trees
has come full circle, out
of garage sales and back
into the living room.
According to the Wall
Street Journal, this is
likely due to Instagram
and social media where,
if you want to display
your favorite colorful
ornaments, nothing
shows them off as well as
a white tree.
In some ways,
the white trees are a
backlash against the
all-natural trend in design, food, clothing
and life in general, says the Journal.
Besides, it is exhausting and expensive to
head out to the tree farms to find and cut
just the right spruce or pine.
If it is a backlash, it got started in 2017,
when Wayfair saw white tree sales spike,
quadruple the year before and selling out
earlier. White trees made up 13 percent
of total Christmas tree sales, up from five
percent the year before.
This year, as in the 1970s, white
trees make the perfect backdrop
for ornamental themes. One-color
ornaments are popular, as are white-onwhite flocked trees and lights. It certainly
adds a bright spot to a room. Especially
with flocked trees, you can still go native
with wooden ornaments, pine cones and
toys mixing with lights of a single color.
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Never another accident. Could it be true?

“The best of all
gifts around any
Christmas tree: the
presence of a happy
family all wrapped
up in each other.”
Burton Hillis,
American author

S

afety and technology experts say a new
traffic revolution is near – an era when
there will be few if any traffic accidents.
Maybe even few traffic jams. Such are the
promises of the Connected Car.
The Connected Car will be part of
the Internet of Things (IoT), the same
technologies that connect appliances, like
a refrigerator, to the internet. But this
technology stands to do more than just tell
you how much milk you have left.
The Connected Car will probably become
a hub, with different devices in the car
sending data to satellites, traffic hubs and
mapping systems, according to mouser.com.
There are already more than 100 sensors in
new cars that provide humans with comfort
and safety information.
What if that car information could be
combined with data on destination and
driver expertise to create an intelligent
transportation system? It's possible that
motorists would no longer spend hours in
traffic if cars were connected to transportation
hubs to sort traffic, head off accidents and
find clearer roads. This would be no small
accomplishment. According to Texas A&M
Transportation Institute, U.S. commuters
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waste 38 hours per year stuck in traffic. That's
double in Los Angeles and Washington, D.C.
A report for the American Automobile
Association (AAA) says fuel and man-hours
in traffic jams wasted $98 billion in 2011.
And, according to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, connected
vehicles could reduce crashes by 80 percent.
About 40 connected vehicle systems are
being constructed (or actually working now)
in various urban and rural areas, according
to NHTS. These connected vehicles are being
studied for their response at intersections, red
lights, curves, work zones, transit bus stops
and pedestrian crosswalks and signals.

Feeling cold may be a symptom
Feeling cold is normal during the winter
or as we age, but sometimes it can be a
symptom of other problems of even a
side effect of medicine. Medical causes
of coldness: Hypertension, Diabetes,
Thyroid conditions. High cholesterol.
Pharmaceutical causes: Beta blockers
that decrease heart rate (and circulation to
hands and feet),Calcium channel blockers,
used to treat hypertension.

OF INTEREST

Margarine was once made
with whale oil

Christmas bird
counters help birds
and scientists alike

M

argarine, that spreadable, butter-like
substance, was until the 1940s or so
made with whale oil. In fact, whale
oil and margarine were so important to
the World War II economy that Britain
declared it a commodity essential for
national defense.

“popular outrage over whale hunting
helped end the practice ”
Consumers today would be horrified
if margarine contained whale, which
is largely thought to be off-limits to
hunting these days. Today, margarines
are made with vegetable oils. In fact,
popular outrage over whale hunting helped end the practice. It was time, after
all. Technology has replaced whales as a source of fuel and fat.
During the 1700s and 1800s, whales were relentlessly hunted for their oil.
Whale oil, particularly the so-called spermaceti from sperm whales, was used
for heating, soaps, and lubricants as well as during the processing of rope and
textiles. Demand was highest for its use as lamp fuel because it produced a
smokeless flame. It was such an improvement in light quality and consistency
that it created the standard for light production that we still use today: the
lumen. Fortunately for the whales, kerosene was invented in 1849. Kerosene
could be stored for long periods and it burns without a fishy odor.
Margarine saved the whale industry in 1869 when it was used as a cheaper
substitute for butter. German per capita consumption was 17.5 pounds per
year in 1930, and led to the merger of Lever Brothers and Margarine Unie to
create the Unilever company, once the world's largest purchaser of whale oil,
according to Atlas Obscura.
Whale-based products are prohibited today in most of the world. Iceland,
Norway and Japan still have whaling industries, although the practice is illegal
nearly everywhere else.

Never ever turn left again, they say

Trucks owned by the largest shipping and logistics company in the world
do not turn left, most of the time anyway. According to UPS, about 10
percent of the time, it makes sense for UPS drivers to turn left, on quiet
neighborhood roads for example. But in 90 percent of the cases, planning
for a right turn is safer and saves time and fuel. Right turns are 10 times
safer than a left turn. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Association, more than 53 percent of crossing-path crashes involve left
turns; only 5.7 percent involve right turns.

For 100 years or more, Christmas was
the scene of Christmas hunts in which
hunters competed in teams to kill as
many birds and animals as possible.
But by the 1900s, conservationists
noticed the populations of birds were
declining. That's when ornithologist
Frank M Chapman,
an early organizer of
the Audubon Society,
proposed a new kind of
hunt – a count.

“While the counts are
not an exact census,
they do offer valuable
insight to scientists”
The Christmas Bird
Count has since spread
around the world,
with thousands of
counters heading out
between November and
December to tally up
the number and kinds of
birds they see in their neighborhoods.
In 2005, birders counted the largest
number of species ever reported in a
single U.S. location, finding 250 separate
species around Matagorda and Palacios,
Texas. The world record is 529 species
observed December 21, 2013 on the
eastern shores of the Andes in Ecuador.
Bird counting is free and open to all.
Counts are conducted in a count circle
of 15 miles with at least 10 volunteers
and a compiler. While the counts are not
an exact census, they do offer valuable
insight to scientists on the health of bird
populations. Learn more and join the
count at audobon.org
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Porch Pirates plot to steal Christmas

“A holiday miracle
would be still fitting
into my clothes after
the holidays.”
Author unknown

C

hristmas is here and the Porch Pirates are
waiting to steal it. Some new services are
available to thwart the efforts of the thieves
who steal packages from the doorstep. But
awareness can help, too.
Porch theft has grown up alongside online
shopping. In 2017 UPS delivered about 750
million packages during the holidays while
the U.S. Postal Service logged about 850
million, according to CNBC. Meanwhile,
about one in 10 adults have reported
package theft.
Security cameras, either real or fake, can
scare away would-be thieves. Many cameras
are integrated into doorbells. But subtle
cameras don't usually scare off criminals, so
manufacturers recommend actually posting
a sign to tell criminals they really are on
candid camera.

Amazon is working on a way to prevent
package theft with its new Amazon Key
option, available to Prime members in a few
dozen cities for about $250. The system is
powered by an electronic front door key that
allows a delivery driver to unlock the home
and place the package inside.
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For people with pets or concerned about
privacy, Amazon has also introduced a Key
In-Car service, which allows carriers to open
a car trunk to store packages.
Amazon also has lockers available at places
like Whole Foods that serve as a central
drop off point from which the purchaser can
pick up their package with a secure code.
Still, most people will have to make secure
arrangements by having packages delivered to
a work address or a trusted neighbor.

Work is actually good for you

In a study published on line at Social
Science & Medicine, researchers at Penn
State University found significantly and
consistently lower levels of cortisol, a
hormone released in response to stress, in a
majority of subjects when they were at work
compared with when they were at home.
It was true for men and women, parents
and people without children. Most subjects
had lower levels of cortisol at work. It made
no difference what their occupation was,
whether they were single or married, or
even if they liked their job or not.

OF INTEREST

Consider how much luxury features
really mean to you

W

hat you want in your new home
is everything and maybe all the
luxury touches you can get.But
what features are actually deal breakers?

Horror films stream
in the profits
Low-budget, high-profit horror
films have made a killing in the movie
industry, even though they have been
considered low-brow entertainment. But
the genre is in a critical and profitable
renaissance thanks, in part, to streaming
services. Higher quality horror movies
have powered major box office successes,
gaining a wider audience.

“Busy mornings probably aren't
suited to time spent filling and
then lounging in a tub”
Lux touches look great and feel
great, but some home experts wonder
if those features should really make or
break your choice in homes. Consider
whirlpool tubs. Stylish and beautiful,
they cut an elegant profile in the bath,
whispering of deep relaxation and
plenty of hours to spend doing it.

What could be wrong with that?
There are drawbacks. Usually built for two people, these soaking tubs take
up an enormous space in the bathroom. That space could be used for closets
or big showers. And which will you use most? Busy mornings probably aren't
suited to time spent filling and then lounging in a tub. A shower is more
sensible. Of course, you might use it on the weekends. And after a long bubble
bath, there will be plenty to clean.
That's why home experts say lounging tubs are often dust catchers, one of
many beloved features that mainly look like they might be used, rather than
actually being used.
Another is a fireplace. Christmas morning might feel delightful with a fire,
but consider carefully how much you are willing to spend for that moment.
Log fireplaces require logs and gas fireplaces don't even crackle.
Then there is the kitchen. Gourmet cooks might want one of those $5,000
professional chef stoves, plus warming drawers and hanging pot fillers. But,
if you aren't a chef, these features could well be overkill. Warming drawers,
rather than keeping fresh food fresh for 20 guests, often end up being used for
storage. Pot fillers are slow.

On the other hand there are luxury features
that are intrinsically pleasing
Heated floors are effortless luxury, lending comfort year round and they
cut down on utility bills. According to Kiplinger, 82 percent of home buyers
want an eat-in kitchen. Consider the benefits of table space in a kitchen over a
big island eating space. When sitting around tables, people look at each other.
At bars, people look straight ahead. Another feature that 92 percent of buyers
want: A big laundry room. If you can find one (or build one) on the main floor,
so much the better for hauling baskets around.

In 2011, James Wan's
Insidious became the
most profitable movie of
the year, and some studios
jumped at the chance to
replicate that success.
Films such as Green
Room, The Witch, Creep,
and It Comes at Night all
garnered critical acclaim,
and in 2017 Jordan Peele's
Get Out was nominated
for four Academy Awards,
the first such nominations
since The Silence of the
Lambs in 1992.
These successes showed
that the horror genre didn't have to rely
on chain saws to please an audience. For
every mainstream hit, there are many
more that have been relegated to a videoon-demand or DVD release to avoid the
costs of a theatrical run. Now, streaming
services like the horror-centric Shudder
provide access to old-favorite horror
films as well as give up-and-comers that
are more art than gimmicks on a low
budget, according to Syfy.
Netflix, meanwhile, has entered the
genre with its highly-regarded films,
The Ritual and I am the Pretty Thing
That Lives in the House. The service
has also given independent releases
like The Babadook a second chance,
exponentially increasing its exposure.
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Feeling chilly? How the body weathers winter

“We all make
mistakes, have
struggles, and even
regret things in our
past. But you are not
your mistakes, you
are not your struggles,
and you are here
NOW with the power
to shape your day
and your future.”
Steve Maraboli,
American author and
personal advisor

S

uddenly in February, the day turns sunny.
It's 50 degrees and it feels marvelous. Turn
down the heat! Go for a walk!

So why does 50 degrees feel so chilly in
October? Physiologists say the body adjusts
to increasing cold over time. In October,
our bodies just haven't adjusted to the
temperature drop, says the Wall Street Journal.
The human body has two main ways to
cope with chills when the temperature drops.
The first is to constrict blood vessels. This
pushes warm blood to the body's core. That's
when your arms and legs could start to feel
colder. The second way is to shiver. That's
when you turn up the heat 10 degrees.
Humans, it turns out, have continuously
invented ways to cope with cold by changing
their environment – turning up heat sources,
staying near those heat sources, and adding
layers of clothing.
Interestingly, humans who constantly
experience cold temperatures, like native
people in the Arctic, just don't feel as cold as
others. Fish industry workers, whose hands
are in cold water for hours, have been found
to have warmer hands than other people.
The physiological explanation is that blood
vessels don't constrict so much after longPage 20 • gam|mag • December 2018

term exposure. So those people really are
warmer. But if you aren't an Eskimo and you
do need thick, fuzzy socks all the time, there
could be a medical explanation.
The first medical explanation is probably
obvious: Aging makes people colder.
Circulation decreases, the blood vessel
walls lose elasticity and the fat layer thins.
Well, sometimes. Also the body's metabolic
responses to cold can be slower.
The Journals of Gerontology reported
that older people on average had a body
temperature .3 degrees lower than younger
people. All of which leads us to what we
already know: We really do have to buy that
sherpa blanket.

Solution for time-wasting
random voice mail

Rambling voice messages. Incoherent
voice messages. Useless voice message.
Send a text, for crying out loud! Tech
to the rescue. YouMail.com answers
calls, greets callers by their name, then
transcribes voice messages into text. It
also tracks and blocks junk call numbers,
which can be a great relief..

SENIOR LIVING

Senior strength training improves
your quality of life

T

here is one good reason to stay active
as we age: living better. According to
Tufts University's Friedman School of
Nutritional Science and Policy, "it's way
more dangerous not to be active as older
adults." The reason for this warning is that
decreasing physical activity over time is
likely one of the leading causes of agerelated disability and mobility issues.

Everyone knows the difference
between peak season and off season,
but there is another season for traveling:
Shoulder Season.

According to Tufts, strength training
increased muscle mass helps to support
the body, maintain balance and promote
increased bone mass. These perks
directly aid in preventing the falls. Also, research at the University of British
Columbia shows that strength training can also boost brainpower. Memory
tasks and executive function, higher-level abilities like juggling multiple tasks,
both saw improvement with a mix of cardiovascular and strength training.
Despite the benefits, strength training should be approached with caution
by seniors that are not used to the level of physical activity. Silver Sneakers
highlights the fact that many older people have pre-existing injuries or muscle
tightness and imbalance caused by years of inactivity. Work with a personal
trainer and avoid leg presses, crunches, running, bench presses and shoulder
presses – at least at first. Walking encourages better posture and continuously
works the connective tissues between joints. Squats are another simple exercise
that promotes hip mobility. Starting the movement with a backward push in
the hips, keep the chest up, and be sure that the knees don't travel far past the
feet. Pushups can be made easier with knees on the floor, it is the better start
for beginners. Rounding out a basic program, try a rowing machine to get the
unused back muscles safely in the mix and help to strengthen spinal support.

Being important, statistically speaking

Travel during
'shoulder season'
for the best prices

You've noticed, of course, that marketers are looking for that sweet
demographic in everything. And that demographic starts at the age of the
grandkids and ends about 15 years shy of where you are. Older people
don't spend much money. Except, as it turns out, in restaurants. Market
research company, the NPD Group, discovered restaurant visits by Baby
Boomers and older Americans have grown six percent, while those by
millennials (people under 30) have declined by that much. See, millennials
are supposed to be the ones spending all their money, but it turns out
Boomers have more money, they spend it less often, but they like to eat
out. This has caused the restaurant industry to take note. Some proposed
changes may be music to your ears. First, no banging music in your ears.
Good first step. Readable menus. Commendable. Comfortable furniture.
Obvious. And professional service, not electronic notepads. Thank you.

According to Travel
and Leisure magazine,
shoulder season exists
between the busiest
time of the year and
the slowest time. It is
a lesser known sweet

“Shoulder Season can
occur either before or
after the peak time
during the year”
spot of traveling when
there are fewer tourists
and, therefore, better
access to attractions.
While the weather
might not yet be ideal,
it also isn't the worst it can be.
Depending on the location,
Shoulder Season can occur either
before or after the peak time during
the year. One example is a ski resort in
Whistler, British Columbia. Crowds
disappear by April, but the skiing
conditions are still good, and rooms are
$189 less than in February.
In Mexico's northeastern Yucatan
Peninsula, The Riviera Maya has
hurricane season from August to
October. But my mid-November, the
coast is clear and rates are half the price
of peak travel in December.
For adults, Shoulder Season can be
the best season. It often falls in time
frames unsuitable for families with
school-age kids.
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Meet Our Gamily

Susanna Grant, Mailing Specialist

Name: Susanna Grant
Role: Mailing Specialist
How long have you been a GAMily Member:
25 years

Interesting fact:
I have fostered Shelties through Northern
Virginia Sheltie Rescue. I like to quilt
and machine embroidery. I love Disney
espcially Winnie the Pooh and Eeyore

What are you most proud of?
Learning how to quilt.

What would be the most amazing adventure
to go on? Walk on a Glacier in Alaska and
see the Northern Lights

What song have you completely memorized?
Thy Will Be Done by Hillary Scott
Do you have any Pets? I have one Shelite
named Rose. Rose is from a puppy mill and
was rescued through Northern Virginia
Sheltie Rescue. She was supposed to be just
fostered but she ended up staying.

What do you wish you knew more about?
Dog Health

What website to you visit most often?
amazon

What job would you be terrible at?
Public Speaking because I hate talking to a
whole bunch of people
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What shows are you into?
Call the Midwife; NCIS; Trading Spaces
and Guy’s Grocery Games

What is something you like to do the oldfashoned way? Stuff envelopes
What is your favorite season?
Winter because I love the snow.

What is something that a ton of people are
obsessed with but you just don’t get the
point of? twitter
What is something you will NEVER do again?
Ride a roller coaster

PHOTO PUZZLE

Photo puzzle: Find the 10 . . . plus a few more

Your 10 Finds
1.____________________________________________________________
2.____________________________________________________________
3.____________________________________________________________
4.____________________________________________________________
5.____________________________________________________________
6.____________________________________________________________
7.____________________________________________________________
8.____________________________________________________________
9.____________________________________________________________
10.____________________________________________________________

Last Month's Puzzle
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